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Why do I love social?



SOLD!
This is not magic!

Converse, listen, engage, sell.



I only love social media for one 
reason…

It sells stuff!



There is no such thing 
as social media.

#1 culture shift of all time.
How many people remember pre-internet?



Reasons We Spend On Media

Attention

Conversion

Repeat



Question?



Question?



If A Tweet Falls In A Forest
Every bit of content that is created over a 38 hour period is the 

equivalent to all of the content created from the dawn of 
mankind to the year 2003!



We live in a world where 
people trust other people more 

than brand messages 



Marketing changed from fiction to non-fiction
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PRINT TV DIGITAL MOBILE USER-GENERATED
CONTENT



Welcome to the Earned Media Economy



Fresh content is vital 

Short consumer attention 

Multi-channel distribution

Global collaboration  



Ads are easily blocked

People trust peers over brands 

Endless earned media volumes 



Old world of engagement New world of engagement

Interactive design

Automatic amplification

Automatic targeting 

Holistic cross-regional delivery

Real time publishing across any asset

Visual storytelling

Social commerce 

ACTIONABLE EARNED MEDIABRAND/AGENCY CREATED MEDIA

Static and generic creative

Long term strategies that use ‘guess work’ data

Expensive targeting

Fragmented cross-regional campaigns



New world of engagement
ACTIONABLE EARNED MEDIA

Old world of engagement
BRAND/AGENCY CREATED MEDIA



%
90% of people trust other 
people more than brand 

messages (SAP)



%
30% of ads will be blocked 
in 2017 (Adweek)



How can you keep content powerful, actionable, 
relevant and authentic?



Encourage
User-Generated Content



CTA’s and 
E-Commerce



#TheSwitchIsReal



Sprint Brand Advocacy



Transparency



Even their CEO gets involved



Employee Engagement



“We have had an 800% increase in 
traffic since we launched the new 
portal and are seeing consistent 
engagement with the site as a result of 
having the social feed on the 
homepage and around the office.”

DAN CURTIS
Resourcing Manager – Three.co.uk



%
93% more dwell time on UGC 

pages than on corporate image 
galleries (Meritus Hotels)



%
29% higher web conversions when 

using UGC online (Adweek)



Tottenham Col
He doesn’t like Axiom, but is he still an 
advocate of Samsung?
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